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TRANSLATIONS IN CERTAIN GROUPS OF

AFFINE MOTIONS

JOHN SCHEUNEMAN

ABSTRACT. The purpose of this article is to prove the conjecture of

L. Auslander that every nilpotent group of affine motions of  R"  that is

simply transitive on  R"  has a nontrivial translation in its center.   The

preliminary result that every such group is unipotent is of independent

interest.

1. Introduction. In what follows, the points x of R" will be identified

with column vectors  (*).   Affine motions are then  (72 + 1) x (tí + 1) real ma-

trices  (0   vx) with A  a nonsingular 72 x 72 matrix, and the action on  R" is

given by

The matrix A is called the homogeneous part, and the column vector v the

translation part of the affine motion (. "). Translations are the affine mo-

tions having the identity as their homogeneous part.

A group  G of transformations of a space  X is said to be simply transi-

tive on X if, given any two points  x and y  of X, there is a unique g  in  G

such that gx - y.   In such a case, the isotropy group at each point is the

identity; the  G-orbit of each point is all of X; the only element of G with

a fixed point is the identity.   When  G  is a group of affine motions of R",

G is simply transitive on R"  if and only if, given any x in  Rn, there is a

unique element of G having x  as translation part, and then the map taking

an element of G to its translation part is a bijection of G onto R".   Such

a   G is clearly a connected, simply connected Lie group.

L. Auslander noticed that in all the known examples (see  [2]) of nil-

potent simply transitive groups of affine motions of R", there is a nontrivi-

al translation in the center of the group, and conjectured that this is always

the case.   Here we verify this conjecture.   The proof is carried out in two
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steps.   First it is proved in § 2, using an argument of Auslander, that if N

is a nilpotent group of affine motions that is simply transitive on R", then

AÍ is unipotent.   It follows that  N may be assumed to consist of upper tri-

angular matrices with  l's on the main diagonal, and our problem reduces to

an analogous one about Lie algebras of upper triangular nilpotent matrices

which is solved in § 3.

2. Reduction of the problem.r

Theorem 1. // N  is a nilpotent group of affine motions of R" that is

simply transitive on R", then N  is unipotent.

Proof. Let h(N) be the group of homogeneous parts of elements of N.

Then h(N) is a homomorphic image of N, so it is nilpotent.   Also, h(N) is

connected in the euclidean topology because it is the image of R    under the

continuous map A, where  A  is defined by the bijection x—>(Q        *) of R"

onto N.

Next let G be the intersection of all the n x n complex matrix groups

that contain h(N) and are algebraic groups.   Then G is a nilpotent algebraic

group (see [l, § 4]).   Furthermore, G  is connected in the Zariski topology,

for in any case, the identity component of G  is an algebraic group and must

contain  h(N) since h(N) is connected in the euclidean topology and the co-

sets of the identity component of G  are disjoint.   Therefore  (see [1, § ll])

G  is a direct product G = S x U  of algebraic groups, where  S is abelian and

each element of S is semisimple, and  U  is unipotent.   S is diagonalizable

(see  [l, §7]), so there are subspaces   V,, •••, V,   on each of which every

element of S acts as a scalar.   Since  S is contained in the center of G, ele-

ments of  U preserve each  V..   Each  V. therefore has a basis with respect

to which each element of U has an upper triangular unipotent matrix (see

[l, § 19]).   From this it follows that there is a basis of C" with respect to

which all elements of G  are simultaneously in block form

where each A . is upper triangular with equal diagonal entries.

The above reasoning shows that there is a complex matrix  T = (     ,)

such that the elements of TNT~     ate simultaneously in block form
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...      0

where, as above, each A . is upper triangular with constant diagonal.

Assume that some  X.   in  TNT~     has an eigenvalue  À ^ 1  in the  2th

block.   Let v. be the  ¿th translation part of Xp- then conjugation of  TNT~

by
/ À/

r,"t
\0---0    X(A.-I)~1v.    0i i

(T  denotes transpose) preserves the block structure and takes  Xj to a ma-

trix  X having  ¿th translation part equal to zero.

Next observe that there is some Y in TXTNT~ TJ which has as its

2th translation part a column vector whose bottom entry x is nonzero. The

reason for this is that the set of all translation parts of elements of

TXTNT T x is the image of R" under a single complex affine motion of

C" onto C". Accordingly, the complex rank of this image of R" is 72, and

the existence of  Y follows.

Now calculate commutators   Y x = XYX~   Y~   , Y    = XYjX-   Y~ , etc.   The

triangular block shape of  X  and  Y means that X and   Y have submatrices

C 0 -d C *)
respectively (recall that x 4 0  is the bottom entry of the  ¿th translation

part of  Y), and that  Y    has a submatrix

(: \i)")

Therefore, none of the higher commutators   Y    is the identity, which contra-

dicts the assumption that  N (and hence each conjugate of N) is nilpotent.

This proves Theorem 1.

Since N is unipotent, there is a real matrix  T = (.   x) such that each

element of TNT~    is upper triangular unipotent.   Affine conjugation pre-

serves translations, so it suffices to prove the existence of a central trans-

lation when N is upper triangular.   In this case, the Lie algebra of N is
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an 72-dimensional matrix Lie algebra consisting of (n + l) x (n + 1) upper

triangular nilpotent matrices  („   q), where for each  v  in  R" there is a

unique element in the algebra having v as its "translation part".   The ex-

ponential of a nontrivial central element of the form  (Q q) is a nontrivial

central translation in  N, so our problem reduces to one about matrix Lie

algebras as above.

3. Conclusion. In this section, L  denotes an 72-dimensional Lie alge-

bra of (72 + 1) x (72 + 1) upper triangular nilpotent matrices  (Q   q) whose

"translation parts"   v make up all of R".   For future reference, notice that

conjugation of L  by origin-preserving affine motions (Q   x) preserves cen-

tral translations, and also preserves the property that translation parts

make up all of R".   Therefore the existence of central translations in L  is

established by

Theorem 2. Let  L  be a Lie algebra as above.    Then there is some ori-

gin-preserving affine motion  T such that TLT~     is as above and contains

c :)where  e . = |   0

Proof. The theorem is true if L is one dimensional. Make the induc-

tion assumption and let L be an 72-dimensional algebra as above. Let M

be the subset of L consisting of the elements whose translation part has

bottom entry zero. Then because of the shape of the elements of L, M is

a subalgebra (in fact an ideal) of L, and because of the assumption about

translation parts, M has dimension 72 - 1. Deleting the ?2th row and 72th

column (that is, the next to last row and column) of elements of M gives a

representation of M as an algebra satisfying the induction hypothesis. It

follows that there is some

ÍP   0   ox

T = I  0     1    0

\°     °    l

suchthat L x = TLT~     is upper triangular and contains

0    u     ex

0    0     0

^0    0     0
If the vector u is zero, we are through.   Suppose that u is not zero, and
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write X for the element

'A    w    0N

0     0     1

\°   °   °/

of L x.   Let Zj = [X, Z] ,Z2 = [X, Zj], etc.   Then we have

/o     Aru    -rAr~Xu"

Zr = I   0      0 0

\0      0 0

so that since A  is nilpotent one of these is a nonzero element

/o   0   t

W=     0    0    0

\0    0    0/
in L j.   The set of all such elements of L .  is an ideal  /, and since  Lx  is

nilpotent, the sequence of ideals

descends to zero.   Hence some  W, as above, is in the center of L,.   If /

is a scalar multiple of «j, we are through.   Otherwise, write

t = Uj • • • rfe    0--- 0)r,

where  r  denotes the transpose, í. ?¿ 0  and fc > 1.   We may take  Í. = 1.

Then it is easy to show (induction) that there isa non singular upper trian-

gular matrix Q  such that Qt = e   = (0.. .0 10.. .0)   .   Then the algebra

L2 =

is upper triangular and contains a central element

C Ü-C 3"
■-C :•)

Since W x is central, the ^th column of every element of Lj ls zero. Let

L, be the conjugate of L 2 gotten by interchanging the first and &th rows

and also the first and &th columns of elements of L ..   Then L    contains

\0    0/
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and each element of L     has first column zero, so each may be written in

the form

The map

A

0    0     0

is a Lie algebra homomorphism and f(L A is a Lie algebra of nilpotent

(n — 1) x (n — l) matrices, so there is a matrix R  such that Rf(L  )R~    is

3
__—:..   2?   „,,„u »u„*   P/Ï7",

upper triangular.   Hence

1    0    o\       /l    0    0X

oro |l3| 0R0

^0    0     1/

is upper triangular and contains

ev

0    0    0

,0    0     0

This proves Theorem 2 and establishes the conjecture of Auslander.
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